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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the classical theory of regular polytopes the structure of a finite or 
infinite polytope (honeycomb) is governed by a real quadratic form. This 
form determines a geometry into which the polytope is embedded in such 
a way that all its symmetries are realized by isometries. The symmetry 
group is the Coxeter group associated with the quadratic form (cf. 
Coxeter [8]). These facts have important consequences for other fields in 
mathematics; see, for example, Tits [29, 303. 
The purpose of this paper is to show that much of the correspondence 
between polytopes and forms remains true for the theory of abstract 
regular polytopes, that is, regular incidence-polytopes. The concept of 
regular incidence-polytopes provides a suitable setting for combinatorial 
structures resembling the classical regular polytopes (cf. Danzer-Schulte 
[ 131); for related notions see also McMullen [ 171, Griinbaum [ 161, Dress 
[14], Buekenhout [2], and Tits [29]. 
In [I163 Griinbaum suggested studying abstract regular polytopes whose 
faces and vertex-figures are not necessarily of spherical type. He posed the 
problem of classifying all finite universal (or, in his notation, naturally 
generated) abstract regular polytopes {Y,, &p?) in 4 dimensions whose 
3-faces g1 and vertex-figures PZ are spherical and/or toroidal; see also 
Coxeter-Shephard [ll], Weiss [31, 321, and [24,25]. In [20,21] this 
problem was attacked by twisting operations on Coxeter groups and 
unitary reflexion groups, leading to the explicit recognition of the universal 
I$, $p,) for many choices of 9, and P>. 
In this paper we completely classify all the finite universal polytopes of 
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type (6, 3, p} with p 6 6. This is done by associating with the polytopes 
{g,, P!} a complex Hermitian form h. This form is positive definite if and 
only if the universal (Y,, Y1> is finite. If {Y,, &} is finite, its group con- 
tains as a subgroup of small index a unitary reflexion group generated by 
reflexions of period 2; this group is among the groups classified in 
Shephard-Todd [28] or Coxeter [63. The group of 1.7,) 9’ ) itself is a 
group of linear and semi-linear unitary isometries. In the general case 
[;Y1 &p,) has a quotient d with facets ,q, and vertex-figures &, whose 
group is a group of linear and semi-linear isometries with respect to h. We 
conjecture that d = (gl, $ ), but we have not been able to prove this for 
indefinite h. In any case, B is finite if and only if [2,, Y’) is finite. 
In Section 2 we recall some facts from the theory of regular incidence- 
polytopes. Section 3 deals with Hermitian forms and unitary reflexion 
groups. In Section 4 we discuss the type {6, 3, 3 ) which is the most 
interesting case. The types (6, 3, 41, { 6, 3, 5 ), and (6, 3, 6) are studied in 
Section 5. In Section 6 we show how our methods can be used to prove 
partial results for the type j3, 6, 3 ). In Section 7 we discuss some general 
aspects of geometrical realizations of the polytopes. Finally, in Section 8 we 
deal with an exceptional case which we exclude from the discussion in the 
earlier sections, 
2. REGULAR INCIDENCE-P• LYTOPES 
Following [ 131 a d-incidence-polytope 9 is a partially ordered set, with 
a strictly monotone rank function dim( .) with range [ - 1, 0, . . . . d). The 
elements of rank i are called the i$zces of .Y. The flags (maximal totally 
ordered subsets) of d all contain exactly d+ 2 faces, including the unique 
(least) ( - 1 )-face Fmm, and the unique (greatest) d-face Fd of 9. Further 
defining properties for 9 are the strong flag-connectedness as well as the 
property that for any (i - 1 )-face F and any (i + 1 )-face G with F< G there 
are exactly two i-faces H of LY with F< H < G. 
If F and G are faces with F < G, we call G/F := {H 1 Fd H 6 G> a sectiotl 
of 9. There is little possibility of confusion if we identify a face F with the 
section F/F_, . The faces of dimension 0, 1, and d- 1 are also called the 
vertices. edges, and facets of .“P, respectively. If F is a face. then F,/F is said 
to be the co-face of F, or the vertexTjigure of F if F is a vertex. 
A d-incidence-polytope 9 is regular if its automorphism group A(b) is 
transitive on the flags. For a regular d its group .4(g) is generated by 
involutions pO, . . . . pdP,, where p, is the unique automorphism which keeps 
fixed all but the i-face F, of some base flag of ,‘P (i = 0, . . . . d- 1). These 
distinguished generators satisfy relations 
(p,p,)""== I (i, j=O , . . . . (I- 1 ): (1) 
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here pI,=l, pji=pii=:p,+, if j= i+ 1, and p. = 2 otherwise; the pi’s are 
given by the type (pl, . . . . pdP 1 1 of 9. The group A(9) has the intersection 
property (2) with respect to the pi’s: 
(piliel)n (pili~J)= (p,lieZnJ) for Z, Jc (0, . . . . d- 1 ).. (2) 
A group A is called a C-group (C here stands for Coxeter) if it is 
generated by involutions pO, . . . . pJp, such that (1) and (2) hold. It can be 
shown that the C-groups are precisely the groups of regular incidence- 
polytopes (cf. [ 241). 
Given regular d-incidence-polytopes g1 and Yz such that the vertex- 
figures of 9, are isomorphic to the facets of $, we denote by (9, , .jpz ) the 
class of regular (d + 1 )-incidence-polytopes 9 with facets isomorphic to 9, 
and vertex-figures isomorphic to $. If (g,, pl) is non-empty, then any 
such B is obtained from a universal member of ( Y1, Yz) by identifications; 
we denote the universal incidence-polytope by {Y,, $p7) (cf. [.26]). 
In most circumstances 3, and Yz will be (reflexible) regular maps on sur- 
faces (cf. [IO]). The regular maps on the 2-sphere are given by the Platonic 
solids. On the torus there are the infinite series (4, 4jh,<, 16, 33h,cr and 
{3,61,,., with h=c3 1 or c=O, h3 1. However, the maps {4,4),.,, 
{4,4),.,. (6, 3f,,,. and 13, 6},,, are not 3-incidence-polytopes in the sense 
defined above, so that they will be excluded from further discussion. Also, 
in our considerations the maps j3, 6j ,., and (6, 3},,, will play an excep- 
tional role. In Sections 3 to 7, whenever a toroidal map j3, 6)-,., occurs, we 
are assuming that (h, c) # ( 1, 1). The case (6, c) = (1, 1) will be discussed 
separately in Section 8. 
For the maps (6, 3).,,, the extra relations for the generators p, are 
(PdPl Po)2)2‘ = 1 if h=c>l; 
hP1P2)2h= 1 if c=O,h>l. 
(3) 
A regular d-incidence-polytope d is called locally of genus (at most) g if 
all its 3-dimensional sections are regular maps on orientable surfaces of 
genus at most g and at least one section is a map of genus g. We call 9 
locally toroidal if it is locally of genus 1. Note that a locally toroidal 
4-dimensional d is necessarily of type { 3,4,4), {4,4, 3 )., j4, 4,4), 
(3, 6, 3}, (6, 3, p}, or {P, 3, 6}, with p = 3, 4, 5, or 6 (provided all entries 
in the symbol are greater than 2). 
Several times we make use of the following simple lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let ,& he a regular map of type [p, 3 >, p 3 2. Then the 
universal 9’ := {z&‘, (3, 6 )I.*] e.uists if and only, if the ukuersal 
9 := (,zrl, (3, 31) exists; [ff4p exists, then A(Y) = A(9) x C2. 
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Pro08 First observe that the group of {3, 6}2,0 is S, x C2 (cf. [lo]). 
Now, let 9 be any member of (%fl, {3,3} ), with group A(?‘) = 
p3); let C2 = (a) (say). Then A(Y) x C, is the group of a regular 
i-~kidence-polytope 2 in (A, {3, 6},.,), with distinguished generators 
‘PO := (PO, 11, cpl := (P,, 11, 432 := (P,, 1 L (P3 := (P3, co. 
Vice versa, if 2’ is any member in (.d’r”, j3, 6 )1,0), with group A(P’) = 
(9 0, ...I (p3) (say), then E := ((p,(p3)j is in the center of A(Y), and 
A(~‘)=(cp,,cp,,cp,,403cr)=:A or A(P”)=(a)xA; but A and its 
generators define a member Y of (<K, {3, 3$ ) (see Lemma 2). If 2’ is 
universal, then A(Y’) #A, by the first part of the proof applied to 9’. Now 
Lemma 1 follows. 
LEMMA 2. Let A be generated bjl involutions pO, . . . . prlp, (d>4) with 
property (1) such that ( pO, . . . . pd ?) and (pl, . . . . pdp, ) are C-groups. 
Assume (p, , . . . . plrp , ) defines the (d - 1 )-simplex {3”~- ’ >. Then A is a 
C-group fand only if~,~~, $ (p,,, . . . . pdpZ). 
Proof Since (pO, . . . . pli :) and (p, , . . . . pdp , ) are C-groups, (2) is 
equivalent to 
But the left side contains (p,, . . . . pd- *) ( = S,- i), and this subgroup is 
maximal in (p,, . . . . pd-, ) (=S,). Hence the equality holds if and only if 
P&-14 (Pcb"'> P&2). 
In many situations the incidence-polytopes are constructed by so-called 
twisting operations on groups W which are generated by involutions 0, and 
admit certain involutory outer automorphisms z permuting these gener- 
ators (cf. [20,21] ). Then, in suitable cases we can augment W by the 
group B generated by the z’s and recognize this semi-direct product A of 
W by B as the group of a regular incidence-polytope. Such a twisting 
operation K on W will usually be denoted by 
K: (a,, . . . . a,; 51, . . . . 5,) -, (PO, . . . . P& 1): 
here CJ, . . . . ok are the generators of W, rl, . . . . r, the generating outer 
automorphisms in B, and pO, . . . . pd-, the distinguished generators of A. In 
most cases the r’s are induced by diagram symmetries; in the diagrams 
these will usually be indicated by arrows. 
In discussing geometrical realizations of regular incidence-potytopes 
9 we start from a suitable faithful linear or affine representation of 
A(P)= (~0, . . . . pdp i ) and apply Wythoffs construction (cf. [S, IS]). The 
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representation will be real or complex, and the image G of A(B) will 
usually be a group of linear and semi-linear isometries with respect to some 
Hermitian form. 
Let G = (R,, . . . . R,-, ), with R, the affine reflexion in the underlying 
space E which corresponds to p,. To describe the construction we shall find 
it convenient to identify a reflexion R with its mirror (x E El R(x) = x> 
(which is not necessarily a hyperplane). Now, pick a point F, (say) in the 
Wythoff space R, n ... n R,. 1 of G and define 
forj= - l,O, . . . . d, with appropriate interpretations for j = - 1,O. This gives 
the base flag @ := (F- 1, F,,, . . . . Fd) of the realization for 9, whose remain- 
ing flags are the g(Q) with go G. The group G becomes the “symmetry 
group” of the realization. Note that the realization of 9 degenerates 
completely if also F, E R 0: we usually exclude this case. 
If our representation is complex, we can obtain a real representation of 
twice the dimension in the standard way. However, we often find it more 
convenient to work with complex rather than real coordinates. Note also 
that our notion of realization deviates from that used in [18]. 
3. HERMITIAN FORMS AND UNITARY REFLEXION GROUPS 
The finite unitary complex groups generated by hyperplane reflexions 
have been completely classified in Shephard-Todd [28]; see also 
[3,6,27]. Here we shall consider only groups which are generated by 
reflexions of period 2. In discussing these groups we follow the approach of 
Coxeter [6, 71. 
The finite unitary groups W generated by n involutory reflexions oi can 
conveniently be represented by diagrams. As for Coxeter groups (cf. 
[ 1, lo]), each @i is symbolized by a node (labelled i), and each pair (a,, a,) 
of distinct non-commuting generators is joined by a branch marked with 
the period m, of their product; this mark is omitted if mji= 3. For any 
irreducible group, the ci’s may be so chosen that the underlying graph is 
a tree (in which case W is a finite Coxeter group) or contains just one 
triangular circuit with at least two unmarked branches. In the latter case 
the graphical symbol for W is completed by writing a number m inside the 
triangle; see (5) for an example. If i, j, and k (say) are the nodes of a 
triangular circuit, then a set of defining relations for W is obtained by 
adding to the standard relations (given by the underlying Coxeter diagram) 
the one extra relation 
(o,o;fJ~o,)m = 1, (4) 
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or any of the five equivalent relations obtained by relabelling the nodes. All 
finite non-real unitary groups generated by n involutory reflexions in 
unitary n-space U, are groups [p q r’]“’ in unitary (p + q + r)-space, with 
diagram 
. . . . - 
r 
But the actual values for p, q, r, I, and m are restricted to a few choices 
(cf. 161); see also our Table I below. 
However, for the other parameter values the diagram (5) still makes 
sense if we interpret it as representing the group W abstractly defined by 
the standard relations (5) and the extra relation corresponding to (4): this 
abstract group will also be denoted by [p q ~‘1”‘. In fact, we shall even 
consider more general diagrams $3 (and corresponding abstract groups 
W= W(g)) consisting of a labelled simplicial 2-complex whose edge graph 
is a Coxeter diagram, all of whose triangles are marked by m indicating a 
relation of type (4); see (26) for an example. More generally, if Z is the node 
set of $3 and U is a group generated by involutions R, (i E I), we use the 
notation “U belongs to 8” if (T, + R, defines a homomorphism of W(g) 
onto U; that is, the R,‘s satisfy all defining relations for W(S) in terms of 
TABLE I 
Non-real Unitary Groups [1 1 1’1”’ 
2 cos( x/i) 2 cos(nint) 
1 M dL m) =Ic(l,m)l =/l+c(I.nt)l Group order 
3m elnr!m =. cm 1 2cos(n/m) 6m' 
13 _, _ e-Znd 2 cos(n/l) 
1 
61’ 1 Isomorphic groups if I = no 
4 4 (-l+i,Ji)/2 $ !, j  \' 336 
4 5 -l--s6 2 
T 2160 
5 4 TOJ T  2 2160 
I 
Isomorphic groups 
Note. Here, r=(l+,/J),Q and o=(-I+;. dG)!2. so that T’-T- I =0 and w’+(!J+ I =O. 
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the oi’s, but possibly other independent relations too. As a typical applica- 
tion, U = (Ri( in I) is a reflexion group associated with some Hermitian 
form as described below. We reserve the notation Wand oi for the abstract 
groups, and U and Rj for the geometrical groups. In the case of a finite 
unitary group we use both notations equivalently. 
In complex space C”, any finite group of linear transformations leaves 
invariant a positive definite Hermitian form 
h(x)= i ajkxj,Tk (air- = iik, ), (6) 
j,k= I 
with x = (x,, . . . . x,,) the coordinate vector with respect to some basis of C”. 
For a group U generated by n involutory reflexions R,, . . . . R, in the 
(standard) unitary space II,, we can choose a basis in such a way that the 
kth reflexion R, leaves invariant all the coordinates x, except for .xX-, and 
transforms xk into 
2 n 
xk--. 1 ajkxj 
akk +I 
(7) 
= -xk + C ?,x, in the notation of (11) ; 
i#k i 
necessarily, akk # 0 for all k (cf. [6, p. 2451). Thus R, is a reflexion in the 
hyperplane 
C ajkxj = 0. 
j= I 
(8) 
Occasionally we shall think of the .xk’s as contravariant coordinates. 
Then, introducing the new covariant coordinates 
x' = kcl ajk fk  
we can write (6) in the form 
h(x) = 1 .xjxJ. 
j=l 
(9) 
(Note that we have interchanged the upper and lower indices of [6] for 
contravariant and covariant coordinates.) Then, by (8), Rk is the reflexion 
in the covariant hyperplane xk = 0 and changes the covariant coordinate 
vector (x1, . . . . x”) to (y’, . . . . y”) with 
i 2 yJ=x --‘ajk.u k (j= 1, . . . . n). (10) 
akk 
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It follows from (10) that R, leaves invariant the adjoint form 
i.k= I 
of (6), with the matrix (u”),,~ the inverse of (a,,),.,. 
If /z is any Hermitian form as in (6), not necessarily positive definite but 
with ulik # 0 for all k, then (7) still defines reflexions R,, . . . . R, with respect 
to h, so that U = (R,, . . . . R,,) is a group of isometries with respect to h. 
Clearly, U is reducible if h is degenerate. We often make use of the follow- 
ing simple lemma. 
LEMMA 3. If h is a non-degenerate indejinite Hermitiun j&m on C” and 
U a .subgroup qf the isometrr, group of h acting irreducibly on C”, then U is 
infbzite. 
Proqj In fact, if U is finite, then it leaves invariant a positive definite 
Hermitian form g and thus any linear combination of g and h. However, 
g and 12 can be simultaneously diagonalized. so that for some t in c the 
form J:== g - th is degenerate but not zero. But then U leaves invariant the 
radical off, contradicting the irreducibility. 
The representation given by (10) is the contragredient representation of 
7J given by (7); that is, strictly speaking it is a representation on the dual 
of @“. The advantage of ( IO) over (7) is that the reflexion hyperplanes of 
the R,‘s are in general position whether or not h is non-degenerate. 
Abstractly the two representations give the same group, with the gener- 
ators Rk corresponding to each other. 
Let h be positive semi-definite and let its radical be l-dimensional. Since 
d :=det(a,,) =O, there exist constants ;,, . . . . I,~, not all 0, such that 
i aikzj=O (k = 1, . . . . n). 
,= I 
Therefore the reflexion R, given by (10) transforms the covariant coor- 
dinate vector (.Y’, . . . . x”) into ( y’, . . . . J,“) such that 
i z, yj= i ,,s’. 
,=I ,=I 
This shows that we can regard U = (R, , . . . . R,, ) as operating on the afline 
(n - 1 )-space 
in which the semi-definite form h induces a unitary metric; in this space, the 
R,‘s appear as reflexions in the walls of an (n - 1 )-simplex formed by the 
MV~X2 1-7 
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sections of the hyperplanes .xk = 0 (cf. [6, p. 2571). This way U becomes an 
infinite unitary reflexion group in dimension n - 1. 
In [6] the identification of the abstract groups (5) with certain unitary 
groups is made by studying special kinds of Hermitian forms !z and corre- 
sponding reflexion groups U = (R, , . . . . R,, >. Our considerations will follow 
this approach. For our purpose we need to generalize the construction of 
[6] to cover some abstract groups which arise naturally in the study of 
certain universal regular incidence-polytopes. 
We write h in the form 
h(x) = i x,x, -; 2 CiiXif, (C,f = c,i)3 (11) 
,=I f#J 
with c;, to be chosen appropriately. If n = 3, the three reflexions (7), 
expressed as matrices, are 
1 0 0 
R,= 0 1 0 . 
i 1 Cl3 c23 -1 
To find the period of R,R, (i # j), we observe that the characteristic 
equation of R,R, is 
(2 - l){(i + l)‘- cijCji3.} = 0. 
Now, concluding as in [6, pp. 247,248], the period of R,R, is 1 (22) if 
Ic,/ = 2 cos(x/f); hence it is 2 if c-,=0, 3 if (c,,I = 1, or x if ci,= 2 
(=2 cos(rc/cc;)). Similarly, if two of the numbers c,, have absolute value 1, 
then the characteristic equation for R, R, R, Rz is 
with 
Y  = c12c23c31 ; (12) 
hence the period is m if Jy + 11 = 2 cos(rr/m); here 2 < m < co. Then, as in 
[6], if Iy+ 11 =2 cos(rr/m) and two of the numbers cIz, cz3, c,~ have 
absolute value 1 while the other, cik (say), has absolute value 2 cos(n/l), 
then the geometrical group U = (R,, R2, R3) is a quotient of the abstract 
group [ 1 I 1 ‘I”. If y takes one of the values c = c(f, m) of Table 1 above, 
and thus lctkl = Iyl = 2 cos(n/l), then h is positive definite and CJ is 
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isomorphic to the abstract group [ 1 1 1 ‘I”; the same remains true if 
‘J = c(l, m). In fact, under these conditions the determinant 
2 -cl2 -cl3 
A=$ -c2, 2 -(‘23 
2 -C31 - c32 
=8-2(I~,~/~+1~~~1’+1(.?1/~)-(j,+Y) 
= 5 - 4 cos2(7L/1) - 4 cos2(?r/m) (13) 
takes a positive value. 
For simplicity we set c, := e2ni’m for m 3 2; then c2 = - 1. For values 
1, m 3 3 not covered by Table I it seems to be unknown if the geometrical 
group U and the abstract group Ware isomorphic; in any case, [ 1 1 lilm 
is infinite. If one of the parameters 1 or IM is 2, then the other is 3, and 
[l 1 l’]‘=[l 1 12]3=&. 
Note that for any 1, IPZ 2 2 we have 
[l 1 l’]“z=[l 1 l’>‘]’ 
(cf. [6, p. 2481). 
Note that for infinite unitary groups our notation slightly differs from 
that of [6]. For example, the infinite unitary group denoted by [ 1 1 1 4]6 
in [6] satisfies all the relations given by the corresponding diagram (5) but 
possibly some independent relations too. Hence it is only a quotient of the 
group we describe by the same symbol. 
The Hermitian forms h in 4 or more variables are constructed by impos- 
ing certain conditions on some of the 3-dimensional forms Apyr obtained by 
restricting h to the variables I~, x,, and X, (l<y<q<r<n). This condi- 
tion is on the coefficients c!, of hPYr, especially on the product yPy’. = 
(‘pqcyrcrp as above. This will guarantee that the subgroups (R,, R,, R,) of 
the reflexion group U = (R 1, .,., R,,) are isomorphic to the corresponding 
unitary group [I 1 1’1”. In all our applications, the index sets {p, q, r) 
will be given by the (marked) triangular 2-faces of the diagram B on n 
nodes (in the general sense described above). 
For our purpose it suffices to verify the following special case of the 
intersection property (2) for U: 
CR,, R,, Rk) n (Ri, R,, R,) = CR,, R,) if i, j, k, s are 
distinct and ii, j, k i or { i, j, s } is a 2-face of 9. (14) 
To verify (14) observe that by (7) the intersection on the left side fixes both 
-Ye and x,. On the other hand, if {j, j, k} (say) is a 2-face of 2, then by 
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construction (&, R,, Rk) is a unitary group [l 1 l’lm; but then its 
subgroup fixing the coordinate xk is just (Ri, R,) (cf. [6, 271). Note that 
for n = 4 property (14) completely covers the intersection property for U. 
By construction U belongs to 9. For the abstract group W= W(9) and 
its generators bi there is an analogue of (14): 
(ai, aj, ak) n (a;. a;, as) = (a,, a,) if i, j, k, s are 
distinct and {i, j, k } or (i, j, s} is a 2-face of 9. (15) 
In fact, aj+ Rj (i= 1, . . . . n) defines a homomorphism $: W -+ U which is 
one-to-one on all subgroups (a,. aj, ak) for which {i, j, k} is a 2-face of 
9. Note for this that, by construction, (Ri, Ri, Rk) is a group [l 1 l’]“‘, 
while trivially (aj, ai, ak) is a quotient of [l 1 1’1”. That proves (15). 
Let h be indefinite. By Lemma 3, to check non-finiteness of U it suffices 
to prove irreducibility of U. For n = 4 this is easily done..In fact, if { 1, 2, 3) 
(say) is a 2-face of 9, then by (7) the group (R,, Rz, R,) (=[l 1 1’1”) 
acts irreducibly on each of the two subspaces ((0, 0, 0, x,) 1 xq E @) and 
K% .yz, .x3, 0) 1 x1, x2, .x3 E C > of (contravariant) coordinate vectors, but 
on no others; however, neither of them is invariant under Rd. For larger 
n we shall usually deduce the non-finiteness of U from that of a suitable 
subgroup generated by 4 of the reflexions Ri. 
For later use we note the following formula for the determinant A of h 
in case n = 4: 
2 -Cl2 -cl3 -cl4 
164 = -c21 
2 -c23 -c24 
-c31 - c32 2 -c34 
- c41 - c42 - c43 2 
= 16-4. c lc,,12 
r<j 
+ (ICl2l’ k,412+ M2 kz412+ Ic,412 Id) 
l<J<k i, j .  k f I 
distinct 
with Yj,k := cjjcjkcki and d,,ks := cilcjkcksc,Vi for distinct i, i, k, S. Note that 
yijk = q7la and.6,, = SiSk, for all i, j, k, s. 
4. THE TYPE { 6,3,3 > 
One of the origins of the theory of abstract regular polytopes was a 
conjecture of Griinbaum [16], according to which every universal regular 
incidence-polytope (or naturally generated polystroma in his notation) 
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&,c := ((6, 31b.0 (3, 3:}, with b=c>2 or c=O, b32, is finite. In this 
section we disprove this conjecture and prove Theorem 1 below. Amazingly 
enough it turns out that the only finite instances are precisely those exam- 
ples which Griinbaum had been able to construct without using groups; see 
also Weiss [ 3 1 ] for another description of these examples. 
THEOREM 1. 3y?,,,. exists for all (b, c) with b = c 3 2 or c = 0, b 3 2. The 
only finite instances are X2,*, y%;,Oq Xh,0. and X2.?, that is, the A$‘.‘.5 with 
b+c64. 
We discuss the two cases c = 0 and b = c separately. Note that the case 
(b, c) = (1, 1) is dealt with in Section 8. 
4.1. The Universal 3(inm.0 
As remarked in [21], the structure of Xm.O is intimately related to the 
abstract group W= [l 1 23]m defined by 
1 
T 
I- . 4 
2 
(17) 
with generators CJ, g2, 03, and rr4. In fact, the twisting operation 
x: cc,, . . . . a,; 7) + (z, 02, cJ3,04)=: (PO, . . . . p3) (18) 
turns W into a semi-direct product A = (pot . . . . p3) of W by C,. A presen- 
tation of A in terms of pO, . . . . pj is given by the standard relations for the 
Coxeter group z 6 i z : and the extra relation 
(PoP,P2P= 1. (19) 
This extra relation arises from (4) and 
For m Q 4 it was already proved in [21] that A is a C-group. In this case 
W is isomorphic to the unitary reflexion group with the same diagram (17). 
By (3) and (19) the corresponding regular 4-incidence-polytope is &&. 
. . 
For realizations of Y2,,. X3,,,, and && see [21, Sect. 10 (b), (a), and (d)]. 
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To discuss the case of general m note that, if the universal #m,O really 
exists, then A must be its group. But as remarked in Section 2, for the 
existence of the universal yi”,,O it suffices to find any member .P in 
(C6. 3),,0> 1 9 (3 3 } ) We shall construct such a d by a twisting operation . 
on the (irreducible) reflexion group U= (R,, . . . . R4) associated with (17) 
by means of a Hermitian form h. 
The form h in 4 variables is given by (11) with 
ciz= c,,( =ezniq, c13=c23=c34= 1, c,4=c24=o. (20) 
This is precisely the form of [6, pp. 246, 2491 associated with (17). By (16), 
its determinant A is given by 
A = i (5 - 8 cos’(n/m)), (21) 
so that h is positive definite for m f4 but indefinite for m > 4. For 
the corresponding reflexion group U = (R, , . . . . R,), the subgroup 
(R,, Ii,, Rx) is isomorphic to [1 1 11” while (R,, R,, R4) and 
( R2, R,, R, > are isomorphic to Sq. Thus U belongs to the diagram ( 17), 
but may not be isomorphic to the abstract group W if nl> 4. We conjec- 
ture that U and W are actually isomorphic for all m. Since U acts 
irreducibly on QZ4, it follows from Lemma 3 that U (and thus W) is infinite 
if m > 4. Also, (14) and (15) imply that both U and W have the intersection 
property with respect to their generators. By the construction of A this 
already implies that A is a C-group, so that X& exists for all 1y1 and is 
infinite for M > 4. This suffices to prove the corresponding part of 
Theorem 1. 
However, we can go further and use U to construct an incidence- 
polytope 9 in ((6, 3 ),,,0, { 3, 3) ) which also admits a geometrical realiza- 
tion; if the above conjecture is true, then g = X&. 
To apply our methods observe first that U also admits an involutory 
outer automorphism T interchanging the generators appropriately; see also 
(60) of Section 7. This can be realized by the semi-linear map 
T: (x,, . . . . x,) + (x2, i,, X,, .Y4). (22) 
Then 
IC: (R,, . . . . 4; T) --f (T, R2, R3, R4)=: (ao, . . . . ax) (18’) 
gives us the semi-direct product A’ = (a,,, . . . . a,) of U by C,. This is a 
C-group, since U has the intersection property with respect to the Rj’s 
(or by Lemma 2). The corresponding 4-incidence-polytope 9 is in 
((6, 31,,0, t3, 31>, and is finite if and only if m < 4. 
To construct a (linear) realization for .P we start from the representation 
of the Rj’s given by (7), that is, 
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The corresponding Wythoff space is (recall our convention!) 
Thus any choice of initial vertex F, in this space will give us a complex 
realization of 9. Its “geometrical symmetry group” is A’, and thus a group 
of linear and semi-linear isometries with respect to h. For m < 4 we get 
unitary realizations, as in [21]. For all m the corresponding real realiza- 
tions are g-dimensional, and are invariant under a group of isometries with 
respect to the real quadratic form induced by IJ. 
Turning to a realization of the dual 9* of b we find that now the 
Wythoff space is 
cfonc(,ncc2= {s.a+t.hls, tEiW;3t=4s.sin2(7c/nJ)), 
with a:=(2+c,))‘(3,1+2c,,l,O)andh:=(2+c,,))’(-2, -c,,,,O,l). 
Picking any point in this space gives a complex realization of Y*, from 
which we get again an g-dimensional real realization. 
Our construction of X& (and 9) admits generalizations as follows. 
First, by starting from the more general group [ 1 1 2’1’” and its diagram 
(see (5)) similar considerations lead to the classification of the finite univer- 
sal { (21, 3 ) 2,,Z, { 3, 3 > ). The corresponding Hermitian form 1~ is defined as 
in (20) except that the value of c,? has to be adjusted appropriately; in 
particular, cII = ~(1, m) if (1, no) occurs in Table I. Except for ,X2,,. .X3,,, 
and Z& the only finite instances are { i 21, 3 > 6, { 3, 3 } ). with I > 2; for I = 2 
this is the 4-cube (4, 3, 3 ), for I= 3 it is Z;,,. 
Second, we can construct higher-dimensional regular d-incidence- 
polytopes L$ of type {21, 3dm’l (d34) by starting from the group 
[ 1 1 (d- 2)‘]“. They are universal with respect to having 3-faces of type 
(21, 3)2,n. For d> 4 the corresponding Hermitian form is obtained from 
the form for [ 1 1 2’1, by adding the term 
(s,.V, + . . +x,4,) 
- ~(x,S, + ,X~3u, + .Y5.Y6 + x,.f, + ” + .Y,,& ,x,+ S&Y& ,) 
Then for d > 4 the only finite instances are given by (I, m) = (3, 2) or I> 2, 
m = 3; see [6, p. 2501 for the corresponding value of the determinant A. If 
(5 m)= (3, 2), then [l 1 (d-2)3]‘=Sd+, and A(.J&)= S,, , x C2 (cf. 16, 
p. 2501). If M = 3, then A(L&) is a semi-direct product of [ 1 1 (d- 2)‘13 
by Cz, of order 2,i”-’ d! ; in particular, if I = 2, then -44 is the d-cube 
14, 3dp’}. For all d, I, and m, z,= fz, ,, {3”-‘I\) (with Yj= (21, 3i,:,,,). 
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4.2. The Universal yi”,,,, 
The structure of A!$,, (m > 2) is more complicated than that of X&. We 
begin by observing that the toroidal map (6, 3),.,, can be derived from the 
group [ 1 1 11” with diagram 
(24) 
by means of the operation 
K: (~1,~2,~3;~1~~2)~(~,,~1,~2)=: hPI~P2). (25) 
Its group A = (pO, p,, pz) is a semi-direct product of [l 1 11” by S,, of 
order 36~1’. 
For the construction of %j’j’,m = { (6, 3 ),.,, { 3, 3) )- this suggests study- 
ing the abstract group W = (err , . . . . 04) with diagram a tetrahedron, all of 
whose 2-faces are marked m; that is, 
t-26) 
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Clearly, the permutations (1 2), (2 3). and (3 4) induce involutory outer 
automorphisms r t, z?, and ~~ of W, respectively. 
Now, applying the operation 
gives the group A = (pO, . . . . p3). a semi-direct product of W by S,. 
A presentation for A consists of the standard relations for the Coxeter 
group l 6 * - l and the extra relation 
(P&Ipo)2P’= 1: 128) 
this extra relation corresponds to (4). Hence, by (3), if Xm,, exists, then A 
must be its group. Note that at this point we do not know if the subgroup 
(a,, (rl, aJ) is really isomorphic to [ 1 1 l]“‘, or just to a quotient of this 
group. 
To complete the construction we associate with (26) a Hermitian form 
h of the form (11) in 4 variables. We choose the cg in such a way that any 
three of the corresponding reflexions R,, . . . . R, (defined by (7)) generate a 
group isomorphic to [ 1 1 11”. By our considerations in Section 3 this is 
satisfied if Ic,;l = 1 for i#j and each of the four terms ;‘rz3 ( =c,~c~~c~,), 
7124, 2134, and Y234 equals c,,, or C,. One admissible choice is 
(‘I2 = c34 = C3l = c,,,, c23 = Cl4 = Cd, = c,,. (29) 
(Another possible choice would be c,? = cj4 = c,,, ciJ = 1 otherwise; this 
corresponds to the choice in (46). We pick the values of (29), because we 
shall refer to them again later.) By (16) the determinant A of h is given by 
16A= -9-S(c,,,+C,)-(c~+C~) 
= -9 - 16 cos(27r/m) - 2 cos(47r/m). 
Thus A > 0, =O, or <O if m = 2, 3, or 34, respectively. By construction 
any 3 x3-minor determines a positive definite form, so that h itself is 
positive definite, positive semi-definite, or indefinite if m = 2, m = 3, or 
m 3 4, respectively. 
By (7) the generators for U= (R,, . . . . R4) are given by 
R , : ( .Y , , . . . . 14) -+ ( -x1 + C,.K, + c,x3 + c,x4, x2, x3 ) x4); 
Rz: t-y, > .. . . ~4) --f (x,, c,,xl -x2 + c,,x3 + cmx4, x3, x4); 
R, : (.x,3 . . . . .x4) + (.K, x2, F ,,,. Y, + c,,,x2 -x3 + c,x,, x4); (30) 
R,: t-x,, . . . . .x4) + t-u,, x2, x3, c,,xl + ?,,,I:! + c,,,s3-x4). 
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For m 3 3 the two maps 
T, : (x,, . . . . x4) + (c,,.Y?, c,,.YI, Tm.Y3, cm2-Y4), 
T, : (x,, . . . . x4) + (2,) c;,.& 24, fj) 
(31) 
provide outer automorphisms of U which correspond to T, and r3, respec- 
tively; note that (T, T,)‘= 1. Here we do not know if there is also a 
geometrical analogue T2 of r 2; there may not be such a T, in c4, but 
possibly there is in real &space. If rtr = 2 (and thus c,, = - 1), then -T, 
and T, of (31) and 
give outer automorphisms which generate a group S,. 
In any case, by (15), W has the intersection property (2), so that A is a 
C-group; alternatively, this follows from Lemma 2. By construction 
(R,, R2, R,) and (a,, g2, 03) are isomorphic to [l 1 l]“, so that the 
corresponding regular 4-incidence-polytope is indeed yti,. m. Again we 
conjecture that U = W; this is true for m = 2. 
To construct a regular incidence-polytope as well from U itself we refer 
to (60) in Section 7. This guarantees the existence of an (abstract) analogue 
of r2 for the (abstract) group U. Hence (27) applies to U as well and gives 
a polytope in ((6, 3},,,,,, (3, 3f). 
For wz= 2 we get the universal ylo,.,. In this case W is isomorphic to 
~5=~:1,....5)~ with the generators given by gi= (i 5) for i = 1, . . . . 4 (cf. [6, 
p. 2501). Here each ri can be realized by an inner automorphism of Sg, so 
that A is isomorphic to S, x S,. For constructions of X;., see also [25, 3 11. 
For m b 4 the form h is indefinite, so that U (and thus W) is infinite by 
Lemma 3. Hence Xm,, is infinite as well. 
If m = 3, the form h is not definite but only semi-definite. As remarked 
in Section 3, we can regard U as an infinite unitary group in 3 dimensions, 
which is, in fact, discrete (cf. [23]). In particular, W and X,., are infinite. 
We now discuss some realizations. When the associated form h is 
positive definite, representations in standard orthogonal coordinates c, are 
available, and lead to the following realizations. 
We begin with the map {3,6),,,. The group [ 1 1 11”’ can be generated 
by 
(cf. [6, p. 2591). As outer automorphisms we can take 
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T,: (<,9 5r,53)+ tt2, t,, &I, 
Tz: (t,, 52, (3) --+ ylt(‘,,rt,> 53, CZL 
(33) 
with y := F~,,,. Then, ( T, T,)’ = ij3 . F,, IL,!= Iti (=identity map), so that 
CT,, Tz) =S,. 
For the map { 6, 3 1 n,.,,l constructed by (25) the Wythoff space T, n T, is 
[O ). However, for the dual { 3, 6 ) ,)),m the Wythoff space is 
R,nT,= [[(I, 1, l)lt~[W;. 
Then, picking F, = ( 1, 1, 1) as the initial vertex gives us a realization of 
13, 61.,.,, with vertex set the 3m’ points 
Again, all automorphisms are realized by linear and semi-linear (standard) 
isometries of U,. The corresponding real euclidean realization is 
6-dimensional. We remark that similar realizations for {3, 6),,,,0 were 
already described in [6, p. 2631. 
A realization for the dual XT.,= ({3, 31, 13, 6}& of -X2,, can be 
derived from the real representation of its group A = S, x S, given by 
Here we regard A as acting (reducibly) only on the 7-dimensional subspace 
of E9 defined by 
iI+ ... +55=0, i6 + ” + i’, = 0. 
Then the Wythoff space R, n T, n T, for &‘z,, is spanned by a and h, 
with a :=(I, 1, 1, -4, l;O, . . . . 0) and b :=(O, . . . . 0; 1, 1, 1, -3). Picking 
F, = a + b as the initial vertex leads to a realization with vertex set the 20 
points (tl, . . . . t9) with 
s’,= -4 for one i with i < 5; 
ti= -3 for one i with i 3 6; (36) 
<,= 1 otherwise. 
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This is in accordance with the fact that Pf,, has exactly 20 vertices. Note 
that this realization is the blend (in the sense of Section 7) of the two 
degenerate realizations obtained from picking a and b as the initial vertices. 
The construction of &&, described in this section is really the most 
interesting special case of a more general construction whose 4-dimensional 
version is sketched in Section 5.2. For example, as for (6, 3),,0, there is a 
series of regular d-incidence-polytopes Yd of type (6, 3”- ‘$ which are 
universal with respect to having 3-faces isomorphic to 16, 3},,, (d 3 3). 
They are constructed from the abstract group W whose diagram is a 
(d- 1 )-simplex with all 2-faces marked nz; then A(Y,) is a semi-direct 
product of W by S,. See Section 5.2 for more details. For d3 4 the only 
finite instances of & are obtained for m = 2; then A(&) = S,, 1 x S,. For 
VI = 2 the dual 9’; of Yd admits a geometrical realization in real (2d- l)- 
space which is similar to that of Y?;,~. 
5. THE TYPES { 6,3, p> WITH p = 45 OR 6 
In this section we complete the classification of the finite universal locally 
toroidal regular 4-incidence-polytopes of type (6, 3, p}. Again, for { 6, 3f i.i 
the discussion is postponed to Section 8. For p = 4 we recall the following 
result from [20]; see also our Lemma 1. 
THEOREM 2. The universal j(6, 3},,o, (3,4)} and ((6, 3},,,,,,, {3,4}} 
exist for all m 2 2. The only finite instance is ( { 6, 3 ]z,o, 13, 4) ) whose 
group is the direct product of Cz and the group [3, 3,4] of the 
4-crosspolytope (3, 3,4}, of order 768. 
This result could equally well be obtained by the methods we shall 
employ for p = 5 or 6. These methods enable us to prove the following 
results. 
THEOREM 3. The universal { (6, 3}m,0, (3, 5)) and ({6, 3},,,, 13, 5)) 
exist for all m > 2. The only finite instance is { (6, 3},,,, { 3, 5 i 1 whose 
group is the direct product of C2 and the group 13, 3, 51 of the 600-cell 
{ 3, 3, 5 ), of order 28800. 
THEOREM 4. (a) The universal { (6, 3},.,,, (3, 6},.0} and {{6, 3j,.,, 
{3>6LJ exist for all m,n>2. The only finite instance is 
((6, 312.2, (39 6),,& with group S, x S, x C,. 
(b) The universal A?“,,, := ({ 6, 3),,0, { 3, 6}n,01 exists for all m, n 3 2. 
The only finite instances are A%‘,,,~ and its dual -Hz,, for m < 4, with group 
a semi-direct product of the unitary group [l 1 23]m by C, x Cz (of order 
4.5!,4.33.4!,and256.5!asm=2,3,or4,respectiael~~). 
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5.1. The Uniz)ersal ((6, 3j,,,,o, {3, 5)) 
The construction of X;., suggests considering the abstract group W= 
((TV, . . . . a4) defined by the diagram 
1 
7 
t 
(37) 
2 
Again (18) turns W into a semi-direct product A = (pO, . . . . pj) of W by 
CL?. A presentation for A in terms of p,,, . . . . pi is given by the standard rela- 
tions for the Coxeter group l = l . and the extra relation (19). 
Clearly, if the universal &0 := s{ 6, 3) ,,,, i, (3, 5 j ). exists, then A must be 
its group. 
As before we associate with (37) a Hermitian form /I in 4 variables. The 
CT,, are chosen as 
Cl2 = f,,,, C,J = c.J- - 1, c,j=c24- , - 0 c3j = T, (38) 
where r = ( 1 + J5 )/2 = 2 cos(71/5) is the golden ratio. Note that the choice 
of c34 guarantees that in the corresponding reflexion group U= 
(R,, . . . . R4) given by (7) the product R,R, has order 5. Hence, 
(R,, R,, R4) and ( R2, R,, R4) are isomorphic to the group of the 
icosahedron (3, 5 >, while (R, , R,, R, ) is isomorphic to [ 1 1 1 I”‘; the 
same remains true for the corresponding subgroups of W. 
The generators for U are given by 
i 
R , : ( .Y , , . . . . Sj) + ( -.K, + c )),. Y, + .Kj, .K~, x3, s,): 
R, : (x,, . . . . x4) + (s, , -.Y? + c,,s, + x3, xx, x4); 
R, : (x, , . . . . x4) + (xi, x2, -.x3 +x, + x7_ + sxq. x,): (39) 
R,: (s,, . ..q x4) -+ (x,, x2, x3, -x4 + TX,). 
Choosing the outer automorphism 
T: (x , , . ..) x4) -+ (.Y?, .f, ) s,, .Uj) 
and applying the operation (18’) gives a semi-direct product A’ of U by C, ; 
see also (60) in Section 7. Because of (14) this is a C-group; the resulting 
4-incidence-polytope 9 belongs to ( { 6, 3 }n,,O, { 3, 5 > ). As a consequence, 
the universal YW,,o exists. 
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To decide finiteness or non-finiteness of .Yn,,O we compute the determi- 
nant d of k. By (16), 
164 = 5 - 3t - 8 cosz(rr/m). 
This shows that h is positive definite for tn = 2 but indefinite for m 3 3. 
Hence 9 and d m 0 are infinite if m >, 3. 
From [4] we know that the group order of ,91,0 is 28800. By Lemma 1, 
A(9Z.0) = [3, 3, 51 x Cz. Alternatively, if cpO, . . . . ‘pX are the distinguished 
generators for [3, 3, 51, then 
Cl + ‘PO’PI cpo, g,+cp,-1 (i= 2, 3, 4) (40) 
defines the isomorphism between W (with m = 2) and [3, 3, 51. Since in 
[3, 3, 51 conjugation by ‘p. keeps qr and q3 fixed but interchanges ‘p, and 
‘pO(PI ‘PO> the outer automorphism r is realizable by an inner 
automorphism, so that A(9”‘,0) = [3, 3, 51 x Cz. The group U is unitary, 
since h is positive definite for NZ = 2. Hence, as a quotient of W= [3, 3, 51 
it must be W itself; thus 9 = 91,0 if r?z = 2. 
A 5-dimensional euclidean realization of 91,0 can be obtained from the 
natural realization of (3, 3, 5) in E’ as follows. Represent cpO, . . . . ‘p3 by 
hyperplane reflexions in Es = E4 x E such that their restrictions to E4 x 10) 
are precisely the distinguished generating hyperplane reflexions for { 3, 3, 5 ). 
in 4-space. By (40) this gives a representation for the cr;‘s. Now let T be the 
composite of cpo followed by the reflexion in the hyperplane r = 0 of ES. 
Then the Wythoff space 
for PZ.o is a 2-dimensional plane in Es. If we choose in this plane an initial 
vertex F, which is not in the hyperplane t5 = 0, then we get a realization 
of PZ,o with twice as many vertices as (3, 3, 5 )., that is, with 240 vertices. 
Note that we cannot expect a faithful realization for the dual .Yzo = 
{ (5, 3}, 13, 6}2,0). of 9”.o, since (3, 6 j2,0 does not have such a realization 
(cf. [ 181). 
Observe that as in Section 4.1 we can find non-trivial realizations for 
both 9 and its dual P* for any m > 2. In fact, in both cases the Wythoff 
space is non-trivial. 
5.2. The Universul { 16, 3},,.,,, A!) 
As remarked at the end of Section 4.2, our construction of Xn,,, is the 
most interesting case of a more general construction which we sketch 
below. As a further application it yields the classification for the universal 
If69 3),,.,,, (3, 5>>, m >, 2. The construction resembles the construction of 
the polytopes 2.“.” of [20] except that now W is not a Coxeter group but 
a more complicated group. 
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Let .X be a finite map of type {3, p) which is a lattice. This assumption 
covers almost all interesting cases for .M but excludes, for example, the 
map {3, 6)z,o; this map is covered by Lemma I. Let u be the number of 
vertices of ,,I[. 
Consider the following diagram 9 whose set of nodes, branches, and tri- 
angles is the set of vertices, edges, and 2-faces of the (z: - 1 )-simplex, respec- 
tively; for convenience we index the nodes of Y by the vertices of ;/p. The 
branches of 9 not corresponding to edges of . /’ are labelled by X, while 
the branches of 9 corresponding to edges of Jr’ remain unlabelled (that is, 
are labelled by 3). Further, we mark a triangle of Y by 111 if it corresponds 
to a 2-face of .M. The other triangles of 9 remain unmarked, that is, are 
marked by Y,. 
This diagram is regarded as representing the abstract group W = W( 9’) 
with generators (TV, one for each vertex F of ,N, and a set of extra defining 
relations of the form (4), one for each marked triangle of 8. By construction 
A(,ti) acts on W as a group of automorphisms permuting the generators 
gF. The construction in 4.2 corresponds to the case j & = (3, 3 ). 
Now, if tO, T,, z2 are the distinguished generators of A(,@) defined with 
respect to some base flag {F-, , F,,, . . . . F3 )- of ~.a’[, then the operation 
k’: ({a,),;T,* T], 52)+ (afi>‘Q> 71, Tl)=: (PO, . . . . Pj) (41) 
gives us the semi-direct product A = (pO, . . . . p3) of W by A(,//). We shall 
show that A is a C-group and that the corresponding regular 4-incidence- 
polytope 9’ is in (16, 3},,,,,,, cI’/*). 
Again we associate with B a Hermitian form h whose variables are 
indexed by the vertices of j aZ. For the branches (F, G] of Y not corre- 
sponding to edges of ./*I we define the coefficient cFG. of h by c,.~ := 2 
(=2 cos(rt/l) if I= co)). For the branches (F, Gj of 9 which correspond to 
edges of .M we choose the coefficients cl+. as c,,, or ?,,, subject to the 
restriction that 
)‘f.GH := 
cFG eGH cHf = e,,, or C,, 
if (F, G, H) corresponds to a 2-face of i U. 
(42) 
Such a choice is always possible; for example, for some fixed vertex F 
define c~-~ := 2 or c, for a11 branches {F, Gj, and proceed inductively with 
the induced diagram on the 1; - 1 nodes distinct from F. 
The corresponding reflexion group 
U= (R,lFavertexof,fl) 
is a quotient of W. By (42), if {F, G, 14). corresponds to a 2-face of /I/, then 
both (RF, R,, RH) and (ofi., gG. aF,) are isomorphic to [I 1 11”‘. 
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However, it seems that the homomorphism from W onto U need not be 
one-to-one when restricted to subgroups (a,, crG, a,), for which 
{F, G, H} does not correspond to a 2-face of +&. In fact, if the edge graph 
of ,I contains a 3-cycle not bounding a 2-face, with vertices F, G, H (say), 
then the above choice of the coefficients implies Yap,, = c,,,, T,,, c~,,, or c~,,,, 
so that (RF, R,, RH) is isomorphic to [ 1 1 11” or [ 1 1 1 13”, but not to 
[l 1 l] (=[l 1 11”); on the other hand, it is likely that (crF,oG.,oH) 
is really [ 1 1 11. 
The intersection property (2) for A follows directly from the structure of 
A as a semi-direct product of W by A(.,&‘); in fact, if F= F,, G, H are the 
vertices of the 2-face F2 in the base flag of .&‘, then 
This proves the existence of Y’, and thus of the universal 9. From (60) 
in Section 7 we know that the (abstract) group U admits A(,,d) as a group 
of (abstract) outer automorphisms. It follows that U itself can be used to 
construct a regular incidence-polytope in ( f6, 3},,,,,,, &!); note that the 
intersection property for the corrsponding group follows as for A. 
Now, U can be used to decide finiteness or non-finiteness of W and 9. 
By construction, if a branch {F, G] of % does not correspond to an edge 
of JY, then the products R,R, in U and oFeG in W have infinite order. As 
a consequence, U, W, and 6p can only be finite if ,dl is neighbody, that is, 
if any two vertices of .&’ are joined by an edge. However, it is not hard to 
see that under our assumptions ,&’ can only be neighbourly if it is the 
tetrahedron {3, 3) or the hemi-icosahedron (3, 5}/2; the first case was 
dealt with in Section 4.2. 
Let J? = {3,5)/2. Among the various choices for the cFG’s we can pick 
one in which the “induced choice” for the subdiagram on the 4 vertices F, 
G, H, K (say) of two adjacent 2-faces of J&’ is (up to relabelling) that of 
(29); note that this is an example where in a sense marks on non-faces are 
implicitly introduced. Then, restricting the Hermitian form h to the corre- 
sponding 4 variables .Y~, I G, .xH, .yK we obtain a form g which is positive 
definite, positive semi-definite, or indefinite if m=2, m= 3, or ~24, 
respectively. In any case, if n? 3 3, then the subgroup (R,, R,, R,, RK) of 
U is infinite, and thus so are W and P’. 
The case nz = 2 needs special discussion. Here the abstract group W is 
isomorphic to S,.+ , = S,; if Z is any element which is not a vertex of &‘, 
then the transpositions oF= (F Z) are appropriate generators (cf. [9, p. 64, 
presentation (6.28)]). This proves that /I must be positive definite for m = 2. 
The 4-incidence-polytope .Y’ belongs to ( { 6, 3 } ,,, (3, 5 }/2); since the 
outer automorphisms T of W= S, can be realized by conjugation in S,, the 
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group of Y’ is the direct product of S, and As (= A((3, 5 l/2)). Using the 
Coxeter-Todd algorithm Asia Ivic Weiss has checked on a computer that 
Y’ is not universal. In fact, the coset enumeration seems to indicate that 
the universal 9 is infinite (private communication). 
We summarize the results in the next theorem, which also has an 
appropriate higher-dimensional analogue. 
THEOREM 5. Let C N he askite regulur map of t?!pe (3, p), which is a lut- 
tire. Then the universd { (6, 3 j “,,,,, , S 4 1 exists ,for a/i m 3 2. The only .fkite 
instances ure X,, 2 = { .[ 6, 3 ) ?, >, { 3, 3 j ) uncl possihl~~ { { 6, 3 f  ?.?, { 3, 5 j 12 ) 
We remark that a suitable variant of our construction with I~Z = 2 leads 
to the construction underlying [25, Theorem 21. 
For the classification of the type (6, 3, 6) three cases have to be dis- 
cussed; again, facets (6, 3 } , , and vertex-figures ( 3, 6 } , , I are excluded (see 
Section8). The first two, {{6,3),, ,.,,,, j3,6},,,,j and {{6, 3),,,h,, (3,61,,,,,j, 
are already covered by Theorem 5 and Lemma 1. These universals exist for 
all nz and II but the only finite instance is { {6, 3 ) ?.?, j3, 6) ?,,,), with group 
S, x S, x Cz. Also, for all m, the group of { 16, 3 j.,,,,,,,, { 3, 6 lz,O ). is 
A(.Km.,?,j x C1. It remains to consider the third case, which is .I’{?,.,, := 
f :6, 3},,,0, j3, 6},,.0) = (j6, 3$,,,, 13, 6)-J (cf. [IO)). 
Consider the abstract group W= (a,, . . . . ad) defined by the tetrahedral 
diagram 
4 
(43) 
607 82 I-X 
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Here the 2-faces of the tetrahedron are marked m and n, the faces { 1, 2, 3 > 
and { 1,2,4} by m, and the faces { 1, 3,4) and (2, 3,4} by n. Again, each 
mark represents the corresponding relation (4). By construction, W admits 
two outer automorphisms T, and z2 corresponding to the permutations 
(1 2) and (3 4), respectively. 
Now, the operation 
ti: (a,, . . . . a,; T , ,  7.2) + (t,, a2, a3, 52) =: (PO, . . . . p3) (44) 
gives the semi-direct product A = (pO, . . . . p3) of W by C, x Cz. A presenta- 
tion for A is given by the standard relations for the Coxeter group 
l - - l and the two extra relations 
6 3 6 
(pop,pP= (P,PzP3P= 1; (45) 
these extra relations correspond to (4). Hence, by (3), if LtiM,, exists, then 
A must be its group. 
We proceed by associating with (43) a Hermitian form h in 4 variables. 
The cji are chosen according to 
so that 
c,21’>3c3, = C,?C74C4, = (‘“,. c23c34c42 = c,3c3Jc4] = (‘,,. 
Consequently, for the corresponding group U= (R,, . . . . R4) defined by (7) 
the subgroups (R, , R,, R, > and (R,, R,, R, > are isomorphic to 
[l 1 l-J,, and [ 1 1 l]“, respectively. This remains true for the corre- 
sponding subgroups of W. Also, by (14) and (15), U and W have the 
intersection property (2). It follows immediately that A is a C-group, or 
equivalently, that L llM,,, exists. 
The generators of U are given by 
i 
R,:(x ,,...,. u4)~(--.u,+c,,.uz+~~3+-‘i4,-~2,.~,~~q): 
R,: (x 1, ..., .K,) -+ (s, 1 -~K?+c,,.x,+s +s, .z _ 3 1 3, -K,h 
R, : (x, , . . . . x4) + (x, , x2, -x3 + s, + x2 + c,,x4. x4); (47) 
R4: (x , , . . . . .Kq) -+ (s,, x2, xi, -.K‘j + x, +x2 + c,x3). 
We have not been able to find geometric outer automorphisms T, and T, 
for U which correspond to z, and z,, either in @” or in Es. However, U 
admits the automorphism 
(S 1, . . . . .K4) --* (S?, s,, z4, Z3) 
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which would correspond to the half-turn T, Tz. On the other hand, by (60) 
in Section 7 we know that abstractly Cl admits two outer automorphisms 
corresponding to r1 and T?. Then, the analogue of (44) applied to U gives 
a regular 4-incidence-polytope in the class ( (6, 3),,,,“, j3, 6),,,“). 
By (16) the determinant A of /I is given by 
i 164 = 
=9-4(2+cos(27c/nl))(2+cos(27r/n)) 
9 -7 - 4( - 1 8+ cos(27r/i~z) 2 COS’(71/1?2))( - 8 cos(2rc/n) 1 + 2 cos~(7$7)). - 4 cos(27+2) cos(i?n/n) 
(48) 
This shows that h is 
positive definite if (rn, ~2) = (2, 2) (2, 3) (2, 4) (3, 2), (4, 2); 
positive semi-definite if (nl, PI) = (3, 3); (49) 
indefinite otherwise. 
It follows that U, and thus L1’l,,,,,, is infinite if WI + n > 6. For (nz, n) = (3, 3) 
the form is positive semi-definite, so that via the contragredient representa- 
tion U can be regarded as an infinite unitary reflexion group in 3 dimen- 
sions. In particular, =ilj;.3 is infinite as well. 
In the remaining cases where VI = 2 or II = 2 the form is positive definite. 
so that U becomes a unitary group. The following considerations show that 
U is finite and isomorphic to W. 
Let n = 2 (say). By Lemma 1 the universal L /(,l,I! is related to X,,r,,1 by 
A= A(LH,:,,2)= A(z,,,,) x C,. Then all/,,l.? is finite if and only if nz<4. 
Hence, if m ~4, then W and U must be finite. 
Let wz 6 4. The connexion of cN,,,,Z with yY;n,” suggests that U is 
isomorphic to the unitary group [l I 2’1”’ defined by (17). To establish 
the isomorphism, change the generators R,, . . . . R, of U to the new gener- 
ators 
S, = Ri (i= 1. 2, 3). S4=R,R3R4. (50) 
It is easily checked that S,, . . . . S, satisfy the defining relations for 
[l 1 23y. Since both groups are unitary reflexion groups and 
(R,, R,, R3) = [ 1 1 l]“‘, the isomorphism follows from the classification 
of the finite unitary reflexion groups (cf. 161). Hence, A(,&,) is a semi- 
direct product of U by C, x C’?. In particular, W= U- [ 1 1 23]‘n. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
Concluding this section we remark on a generalization of the construc- 
tion. If the two edges { 1,2 ) and { 3,4 > of (43 ) are marked by I and p (say), 
respectively, then the same operation (44) applied to the corresponding 
abstract group W gives a group A = (po. . . . . pi) which is the group of the 
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universal d = { { 21, 3 } Zm, { 3, 2p) 2,,}, at least in the cases where the groups 
[ 1 1 1’1, and [ 1 1 1 P]” are finite; see Table I. In fact, a presentation for 
A is given by the standard relations for the Coxeter group z ?, i 2 2,, 2 
and the extra relations (45); the latter define the facets and vertex-figures 
of 9 (cf. [ 10, p. 1111). Let us assume that I, p # 2 and (I, p) # (3, 3), since 
these choices are covered by Theorems 2 and 4. 
Now, the choice of the c,, in the corresponding Hermitian form h is 
essentially as in (46) except that c, and c, have to be replaced by the 
appropriate numbers c(l, m) and c(p, n) of Table I, respectively. Then, by 
(161, 
164=-4(1+~,~)(1+C,,)-4(1+c,,)(l+C,,) 
- (cn + C,,)(c,, + C,,) + c,zC,,c,,C,, + 8, (51) 
with ctz = c(l m), cj4 = c(p, n). Inserting all possible values we find that h 
is 
positive definite 
if (l,m,p,n)=(3,2,s,3) or (s,3,3,2) with ~34; 
positive semi-definite 
( 
(3,2,4,4) or (4,4, 3, 2); 
(521 
if (I’ “’ ” ‘)= (s, 3, r, 3) with s, t 3 3, (s, t) # (3, 3); 
indefinite otherwise. 
The positive definite case gives the finite universal 9 = { 121, 316, 
{3, 6}2.0} and its dual. By Lemma 1, .L/ip and 6p := { (21, 316, {3,3}) are 
related by A(b) =A(Y) x C?. In Section 4.1, the group ,4(P) was 
recognized as a semi-direct product of the unitary group [ 1 1 2’1 3 by C,, 
so that A(b) is a semi-direct product of [ 1 1 2’1 3 by C, x C’?, of order 
9613. This suggests that the reflexion group U belonging to 11 (which is now 
an unitary group) is isomorphic to [ 1 1 2’1”. Again this can be proved as 
in (50). Also, W= U= [l 1 2’13. 
In the positive semi-definite case we can again regard U as an infinite 
unitary reflexion group in 3 dimensions. We remark that in the case 
(I, rn, p, n) = (s, 3, t, 3) this group is discrete if and only if 
( 
(2, 2), (2, 3). (3, 2), (2, 6), (6. 2), (3, 6), (6, 3), 
(” ‘I= (4, 4), (6, 6) (or (3, 3)). 
In any case, the corresponding polytopes ((6, 3},.,, (3, 8},}, { (8, 3}gr 
{3,63,.,}, and ((21, 316, {3,2p},) are infinite. Note that the first two 
incidence-polytopes are related to the infinite { 13, 3 }, { 3, 8 jx } and its 
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dual, so that their group is a semi-direct product of the 3-dimensional 
discrete unitary group [ 1 1 24]4 by C2 x C,. 
In the indefinite case the groups U and W are infinite, and so is the 
universal 9. 
6. THE TYPE j3, 6, 3 ] 
For the type (3, 6, 3 > we have not been able so far to completely classify 
the finite universal regular incidence-polytopes. Here our method seems to 
fail except for the case of the polytopes &,z.,, := ((3, 6).,.,?,, {6, 3j,,.,j with 
n=wz>2 or n=3m>6. 
THEOREM 6. The universal j{3, 6},,,,,, (6, 3},,.,) and (13, 6),,.,,, 
{6, 3}1,,,0) esist for all UT> 2. Tlze onl?, firzite instance is 
{ { 3, 6 ) 2,2, .( 6, 3 } 2,o j., with grozq S, x S, . 
To prove the theorem let nz, rz (32) be arbitrary. Consider the abstract 
group W= (c, , . . . . 04) defined by the tetrahedral diagram 
(53) 
Here the 2-face ( 1, 2, 3 j is marked 1~1 while all the others are marked n. 
The outer automorphisms T, and T, correspond to the permutations ( 1 2) 
and (2 3) respectively. 
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Now, the operation 
gives the group A = (p,,, . . . . p3) which is a semi-direct product of W by S,. 
This group has a presentation consisting of the standard relations for the 
Coxeter group l - - l and the two extra relations 
6 
(Po(P,P2)2)2m=(PlP2P3)2’1=  (55) 
which correspond to (4). By (3), if @,,, exists, then A is its group. 
Again, to check the properties of A we associate with (53) a Hermitian 
form k in 4 variables. Here the cli must be chosen such that the product 
clZc23c31 is c, or C,,, while the products c~~c,~c~~, c~,c,~c~~, and c43c32c24 
are c,, or C,. Since the product of the four products must be 1, this restricts 
the parameters m and n. In fact, necessarily n = m or II = 3m, which we 
assume from now on. 
If n = m, the underlying group W is the same as in (26), and so is the 
Hermitian form h and the reflexion group U; see (29), (30), (31). As we 
saw. U and W have the intersection property (2). This immediately proves 
that A is a C-group. Since (R,, RZ, R,) and (rsl, (TV, 03) are isomorphic 
to [ 1 1 1 ]‘“, the corresponding 4-incidence-polytope is .%?,,,,,. We conjec- 
ture that U= W in this case. Again, by (60) in Section 7, we can also con- 
struct a regular 4-incidence-polytope by applying an analogue of (54) to U. 
If n = trz 3 3, then &, is infinite. An interesting special case is n = m = 3, 
since then U can be regarded as an infinite unitary reflexion group in 3 
dimensions. 
Let n=nl=2. Then the universal dz.?= { 13, 6),,,, (6, 3},.,) is finite, 
with group S, x S3. Note for this that W = U = S, (cf. [9, p. 641). 
To find a real 6-dimensional realization for g12.2 we start from a 
representation of S, x S, which resembles (35). In fact, if we restrict (35) to 
the first 8 coordinates and omit T,, then we can derive a reducible 
representation on the 6-dimensional subspace 
Then the Wythoff space Tz n R, n R4 for g2,2 is spanned by a and b, with 
a := (-4, 1, . . . . l;O,O,O) and b:=(O ,..., 0; -2, 1, 1). With F,:=a+b as 
initial vertex we obtain a realization with vertex set the 15 points 
i 
<,= -4 for one i with i < 5; 
ti= -2 for one i with i 2 6; (56) 
<;= 1 else. 
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This realization is the blend of the two degenerate realizations of R,.? 
constructed by taking a and b as initial vertices; see Section 7 or [ 181. 
Now, let II = 3m. Then c,,, = ci, so that one possible choice for the c,! is 
given by 
c I z = cm ) c,3 = c-23 = c,j = c,,, c ,J = cjj = c,, (57) 
BY (161, 
164 = -5 - 12 cos(2n/3m) - 6 cos(4n/3m)-4 cos(2rr/~tz). 
Then d < 0 for all m, so that h is indefinite. Therefore, U, IV. and A are 
infinite. By (14) and (15). U and W have the intersection property; in 
particular, A is a C-group. Since the subgroups (cr.,, o,, ak) are of the right 
kind, A is indeed the group of the universal &,3,,Z. In particular, L%4,,,3nr is 
infinite for all tn. Again, we can find an incidence-polytope in 
( { 3, 6)m.n,q (6, 3 ).,,,,,,) by starting from U. 
We remark that we do not know what the picture is in the case where 
n #m, 3m. The example at the end of Section 8 indicates that there might 
be cases of n, in >, 2, for which gn,.,, does not exist. By a computer it was 
found that & is finite, with a group of order 41472 (~8. 1 [l I 26]‘/ ); 
see [4]. For further partial results on the universal polytopes 
({3, 6],,,,o, {6. 3i-,,.o) and 1(3, 6),,,.,,,. j6 3},,.,,] we refer to P31. 
7. AUTOMORPHISMS OF DIAGRAMS 
We have run up against the problem of realizing certain abstract 
involutory automorphisms of diagrams geometrically. We have tried to do 
this by means of suitable linear or semilinear mappings, but it is clear that 
these cannot always suffice. (A particular example occurs in Section 5.3 in 
connexion with (47); if T, T, is semilinear, then either T, must be linear 
and T, semilinear, or vice versa, but it seems that neither will work.) 
Let us look more closely at what we want to do. We wish to have sonle 
geometric representation of the abstract group W, and Sonre suitable 
realizations of the automorphisms r. But we are not restricted to the 
natural representation U of the original group, that is, to the representation 
given by (7). Therein lies our escape route. 
What we shall do is realize our group as a blend of copies of the natural 
realization (cf. [ 18, 191). Let E, , . . . . E, be subspaces of the real or complex 
space E such that E = E, 0 . . @ E,. For i = 1, . . . . k let U, = CR,,,, . . . . R,,,) 
be (not necessarily faithful) representations on Ei of some abstract group 
w= (CT], . . . . o,,), with the reflexions R,,, corresponding to cr, (j= 1, . . . . n). 
Extend every reflexion R,., trivially to the ambient space E, so that 
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U,, . . . . U, act on E. Then the representation U = (R,, . . . . R,) of W defined 
by 
R, = 4.1 . Ri,?. ... . Rj,k (j = 1, . ..) n) (58) 
is called a blend of U,, . . . . U,,. If the U,‘s happen to be orthogonal represen- 
tations, then we take E,, . . . . E, to be mutually orthogonal subspaces of the 
euclidean or unitary space E, so that U becomes also an orthogonal 
representation. For more details see [IS]. 
In the situation of Sections 3-6, each representation U of the underlying 
abstract group W = W(g) is associated with the matrix 
c := ( - ci;)i, 
defining the corresponding Hermitian form h as in (7) and (11); here, cir := 
-2( = -2a,,) for all i. Generally, different admissible choices of matrices C 
lead to different “natural” representations U(C) (say) of W. 
Let us consider one fixed natural representation, with associated matrix 
C. Any allowable permutation of the nodes of the corresponding diagram, 
which induces an outer automorphism of the group, corresponds to a 
permutation of the rows of C, together with the same permutation of its 
columns. This will preserve the magnitude of the cii’s, of course; in the 
cases we are considering, it will also preserve or conjugate products 
c~c,~c~~. If T is the automorphism, denote the new matrix by C’; then, by 
an abuse of notation, c’ = ( -c,(,, rc,,)i,. 
The group of these automorphisms is finite, since the diagram has finitely 
many nodes. So, blend all the corresponding representations U(C) with 
matrices C’. Each automorphism r can now be realized geometrically-just 
permute the coordinates within each component Ei according to z, and 
then permute the components by z. 
Let us illustrate this by the example { (6, 3},,0, {3, 6),,0) of (43) and 
(44). The permutations on the matrices are 
c== 
C” =, 
2 -cm -1 -1 
-c, 2 -1 -1 
-1 -1 2 -c, 
-1 -1 -T,, 2 
I 
I2 
-ct?Z 
-2, 
-2, 
-C” 
I  
-2, 
-cm 
- C” 
-c, 
T2 
I 
- Eli, 
= C” 
(59) 
= prz. 
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Then any blend of the 4 representations corresponding to C, C”. CT?, and 
C ‘Ir: has the property that each T can be realized geometrically. 
Now complex conjugation has not been used above. This operation 
corresponds to C + C( = C’), and we can often employ it to halve the 
number of components in the blend. For example, in the above, since 
CL” = C, we can replace ~~ (as above) by C -+ C’“, and so we need only 
blend the representation corresponding to C and C”. 
Another possible simplification arises from the fact that, if we multiply 
the ith row (column) of C by E; (.?,), with /&,I = 1 (i= 1, . ..). then we obtain 
the same geometric realization. Note that this change preserves the 
products c,,c,~c~,. 
It is worth mentioning that the blend U with components U(C) can be 
regarded as a group of isometries with respect to a Hermitian form g, 
which in a sense is the blend of the Hermitian forms defined by the C’. The 
form g is defined by a matrix with blocks C’ arranged along the diagonal 
and with all other entries equal to 0. 
In the above construction each group U(C) is abstractly isomorphic to 
U(C), and so is the blend U. In particular this implies that for each outer 
automorphism 7 of the underlying group W there is a corresponding outer 
automorphism of the (abstract) group U(C). 
It follows that in Sections 3 to 6 each group II (which is 
related to a diagram) can itself be used for the construction 
of a regular incidence-polytope. (60) 
The polytope is obtained from the same twisting operation as for the 
corresponding abstract group W; its group is the semi-direct product of U 
by the corresponding group of outer automorphisms. 
Notwithstanding our above remarks, sometimes polytopes admit realiza- 
tions which suggest that the full group does occur as a group of isometries 
with respect to h, even though it is not immediately obvious how. 
For example, consider the group U = (R,, . . . . R4) constructed in 
Section 6 in connexion with the universal 9,n.3m = { (3, 6 ),.,, j3, 6 i 3m.0j, 
m 3 2. As we saw above, there exist outer automorphisms t,, r2 (say) of U 
such that the operation 
JC: (R,, . . . . R,; tl, tZ) + (T,, T2, R,, R4)=: (co, . . . . a,) 
gives the group (oO, . . . . CJ~) of a regular 4-incidence-polytope 9’ in the class 
((3, 6},,,,, (3, 6},,,,). Apply Wythoff’s construction combinatorially to 
the dual P* of 9, with initial vertex the vertex F, in the base flag of P*. 
This gives combinatorial information about the incidence of faces in 9*. In 
particular, note that A(P*) = U . (T,, TV) and that t, and z2 fix F,, as well 
as the edge F, in the base flag of P*; it follows that the transforms of F, 
and F, by U cover all vertices and edges of Y*, respectively. 
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Now, if Wythoff’s construction is applied geometrically to U by ringing 
node 4 of the corresponding diagram (53) (that is, by picking a point in 
(R, n R, n R3)\R4), then clearly all the transforms of F, and F, by U give 
the vertices and edges of a geometrical realization of 9’*. However, the 
(geometrical) transforms by U of the 2-face and 3-face in the base flag will 
not cover all 2-faces and 3-faces, respectively; instead, one has to employ 
here the additional information on the structure of :Y* obtained from the 
combinatorial version of Wythoff’s construction. This is an instance of a 
polytope, where we can find a realization even if we may not be sure how 
to realize geometrically the outer automorphisms. 
For the polytopes related to ((6, 3),,.0, (3, 6},,0) (obtained from (43)), 
the situation is less clear. Here the vertices of the polytope 9’ constructed 
from U are those obtained by ringing node 1 in diagram (43) together with 
those obtained by ringing node 2 (=7,(l)), so that only a realization of rz 
need be found-the geometry will take care of 5,. But, of course, the 
realization of 7z alone was the problem. 
8. THE CASE (6, 3j,,, 
In Sections 3 to 7 the maps (6, 3) 1,1 and { 3,6) ,,, had been excluded 
from the discussion because of the lack of appropriate Hermitian forms. In 
this section we complete the classification by dealing with these two cases. 
We begin by observing that {6, 3 )- ,,i can be constructed as in (24) and 
(25) with m = 1. Now for m = 1 the relation (4) becomes C, c~~[~~cr? = 1, or 
equivalently, 
a1 =CJ203a2; 
at the same time, 
Gz=v1c3c71, a3=a,a2a,. 
This implies that W := ((T, , a2, a3) = S,, as illustrated in 
a,= (1 2) 
71 I-- 1 
P 
(1 3) =a3 
'2 
a2=(2 3) b 
(61) 
In particular, the group of (6, 3),,, is a semi-direct product of S, by S,. 
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Now, let ,+4! be a regular map of type {3, p), which is an incidence- 
polytope. Assume the universal 9 = { (6, 3) l.l, -&!‘I exists. We shall show 
that then the (vertex set of the) edge graph of ,&’ must be 3-colourable. 
Let ,4(P) = (pO, . . . . pX), with p,, p2, p3 the distinguished generators of a 
base flag {G,, G,, G,) (say) of ,U. It is easy to see that 
‘4(9)=N”~(p,,p,,p,), (62) 
with N, the normal closure of p0 in A(9); in fact, N, is generated by the 
conjugates ‘ppO(p ~’ with (PE (p,, p:, p3) (cf. [26, p. 3081). In a sense, N,, 
plays the role of W in Section 5.2. In particular, we shall see that N, = S,. 
Let I’(,&‘) denote the vertex set of .N. We shall label the vertices of .I’l 
by conjugates (ppO cp - i with cp E (pl, pz, pl). Define the labelling i. by 
c 
E,: V(JL) + N, 
cp(G,) -+ w,‘P-~ (vg (PI? P2> /$)I. 
(63) 
The map I is well-defined; in fact, if cp(G,) = Go, then cp E (pz, p3), so that 
wocp-’ =pO in A(b). Furthermore, 1. commutes with the action of 
(P,, p2, p3); that is, if Icier bl, p2, p3>, then 
for all VE Gl, p2, 13). 
Now, let {I;, G, H} and (G, H, K} be the vertex sets of two adjacent 
2-faces of &‘. Then there exists an involution II/ E (p,, p2, p3) such that 
$(G) = G, $(H) = H, and $(F) = K. By the properties of A, 
t+b.I.(G).$-‘=i(G), $.A(H).tj-‘=i(H), and $.~(F).I,-‘=i(K); 
that is, the labels of {F, G, HJ are converted to those of {G, H, Kf by 
conjugation with $, and this conjugation leaves two of the labels invariant. 
If {F, G, Hj = {G,, G,, G,}, then 
and 
4G, I= A,( = 0 11, i.(G,)=plpop,(=~2)3 
they generate a group S, as in (61). But as pointed out above, in S, any 
generator CJ~ is determined by the two others; hence, if two generators 
remained fixed under conjugation with t+k, then so does the third. Thus, the 
set of labels on any adjacent 2-face of {Go, G,, G,} is again pO, p, popi, 
and pzplpopIpz. Hence, by the connectivity of J#‘, this is true for all 
2-faces of JZ. It follows that the edge graph of .&’ is 3-colourable. 
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As an immediate consequence, the universal P = ( { 6, 3) r, i , ,&‘) cannot 
exist for .& = {3,3}, {3,5}, and (3, 6},.0 with 3jm. We proceed by show- 
ing that B exists if ,& = (3, 41, (3, 6)j,,0 with ma 1, or (3, 61m,,, with 
m3 1. 
More generally, let the edge graph of J%’ be 3-colourable. As seen above, 
if 9’= { (6, 3},,, , =&‘I exists, then the labels (ppO’p PI of the vertices are 
po, plpopl or P~P~P~P~P~; hence No= Oo, P~P~P,, P~P,P~P~P~)=S~. 
Since NO c (p, , pZ, pX). the product in (62) must be semi-direct, so that 
.4(g) must be a semi-direct product of S, by A(&). 
In order to construct 9, 3-colour the vertices of ,&. Then consider 
a diagram 9 whose nodes are the vertices of -I; connect any two nodes 
by an unlabelled branch if and only if they have different colours; finally, 
span each triple of distinctly coloured vertices of ,I[ by a triangular 
2-face and mark it by 1. (That is, in general the underlying simplicial 
2-complex for 9 is obtained from ,@ by adding further edges and 2-faces.) 
Similar considerations to those above show that the abstract group 
W= W(9) = ( oFI F a vertex of &!) is isomorphic to S, ; the isomorphism 
can be established by “colouring” the vertices of ,‘I by the transpositions 
(1 2) (2 3), and (1 3). By construction A(,&[) acts on W as a group of 
automorphisms permuting the generators oF of W. 
Now, pick a base flag {F,, F,, F,) for &&‘; let TV, t,, T? be the corre- 
sponding distinguished generators of A(,&). Construct the group A = 
(po, . . . . pX) as in Section 5.2 by the operation 
As in Section 5.2 it can be shown that A is a C-group. By construction, A 
is a semi-direct product of W (= S,) by A(,zY). It follows from our above 
consideration that the regular 4-incidence-polytope with group A must be 
the universal { { 6, 3 } ,, i , -KY}. We summarize the results in a theorem. 
THEOREM 7. Let ~2’ be a regular map of type { 3, p ). 
(a) The universal { { 6, 3 ) ,. , , -&’ ) exists if and only zf the edge graph 
of ,K is 3-colourable. 
(b) Let the edge graph of ~24 be 3-colourable. The group of 
{{6, 311.1, J@‘> zs a semi-direct product of S3 by A(,&)), and so is finite if and 
only if .M is finite. 
COROLLARY. The universal ( (6, 3 > ,,, , =,H} 
(a) exists for k’ = { 3, 4}, { 3, 6},,, with m 3 1, and { 3, 6}3m,0 with 
m>, 1; 
(b) does not exist for ,&‘= (3, 3}, (3, 51, and (3, 6},,. with 3;(m. 
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The above proof of Theorem 7 and its corollary is inspired by the 
methods of [26], especially the constructions involving the so-called 
degenerate amalgamation property (DAP) of a regular incidence-polytope. 
A regular d-incidence-polytope 9 with group A(Y) = (pO, . . . . pd- , ) is 
said to have the DAP with respect to its uerte.x-figures if A(Y) is a semi- 
direct product of the normal closure N, of p0 in A(Y) by the subgroup 
(p,, . . . . pdp ,). Similarly, 2“ has the DAP utith respect to its ,facets if 6p* 
has the DAP with respect to its vertex-figures. 
Let 9, and Yz be two regular n’-incidence-polytopes such that the vertex- 
figures of 9, are isomorphic to the facets of Yz. If Y1 has the DAP with 
respect to its vertex-figures and Yz with respect to its facets, then there 
exists a regular (G!+ I)-incidence-polytope 2 of the class (9’, , Spz) which 
is cornbinatoriall?aflat; that is. each vertex of Y is incident with each facet 
of 9’ (cf. [26, Theorem 21). In particular, in this situation, the universal 
(^rq , Spz ) exists. It was shown in [26] that the regular maps .1’1’ = [3,4), 
(3, 6j.nz.m and 13, 6 j 3,,r.0 all have the DAP with respect to their facets. Thus 
for these maps the existence of the universal { (6, 3 1 i.i, ,/[I follows from 
the results of [26]. Furthermore, comparing the groups shows that the 
combinatorially flat 4-incidence-polytope Y’ of the class ( { 6, 3 1,. , . /N) is 
indeed the universal { { 6, 3 i. ,, , , c // 1.. This fact holds more generally for all 
regular maps of type {3, p] for which the edge-graph is 3-colourable. In 
fact, it can be shown that the 3-colourability is equivalent to the DAP. 
Concluding, consider the case of the universal R,,,, = { [3, 65 ,,, , 
{ 6, 3) ,1,0} for II 3 2. As in Section 6. if ti,,,, exists, then its group is obtained 
from the group W with diagram (53) (with M= 1) by operation (54). But 
the mark ??I= 1 forces o~=G,G?G~, so that W= (o,, cr2, a4) = [I 1 11”. 
In particular, 
so that necessarily n = 3. Conversely, if n = 3, then starting from 
[l 1 I]“= (a,, a?, a4) and introducing a new generator a3=a,a2a, 
gives indeed the group W with diagram (53) (with m = 1). Hence, we find 
that 9,.n exists if and only if II = 3; the group of J?1.3 is a semi-direct 
product of [ 1 1 1 I3 by S,, of order 324. 
We then observe that ( {3, 6) ,,, , { 6, 3) 1 ,I also exists, and is finite, 
since it can be obtained from { { 3, 6 3 ,, , , (6,‘3 I , 3,0) by identifications. The 
universal {{3,6),,,, {6, 3},,,} is combinatorially flat and has a group of 
order 108. 
Remark. In the forthcoming paper [23] we shall discuss various 
relationships between the universal polytopes of type {6, 3, 3 ), {3, 6, 3 ), 
and (6, 3, 6). Also, we shall give further geometrical explanations for the 
finiteness and non-finiteness of the polytopes. 
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